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Following our recent note Time to Start Selling Volatility in which we highlighted that premium levels were the highest since February 

2016 we have analysed back to 1998 all of the volatility spikes that have occurred in monthly uptrends. The question is whether 

historically these dips are medium term buying opportunities for stocks, or a warning of worse to come i.e. a bear market. 

 

In all cases analysed, after the initial volatility spike the market rallied and volatility fell. However, within a month the market had 

revisited the low accompanied by a rise in volatility to the prior elevated levels. 

 

This supports our view, as per recent notes, that full exposure on the first volatility spike can be a dangerous tactic because of the risk 

that the rising volatility phase is not yet finished. We state in the February note “too fast an increase in exposure runs the risk of 

being left stranded by a further sharp drop in the market.”¹ By building exposure systematically not only is this risk reduced, but 

potentially higher premiums can be obtained.  

 

To illustrate these secondary spikes, we show below a series of periods which zoom in on daily charts of the highlighted volatility 

spikes.  
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3. July 2007/November 2007 

IV 31% 

IV 17% 

IV 20% 

IV 34% 

IV 23% 

IV 34% 

Bullish looking recovery, 

but Equities still tested 

the low 

OPS 5x 1 lot P/L by Expiry Mar 08– Feb 09: +23% 

OPS 5x 1 lot P/L by Expiry Nov 07– Oct 07: +28% 

1. October 1997 

IV 38% 

IV 34% 

IV 40% 

OPS 5x 1 lot P/L by Expiry Jan 98– Dec 98: +19% 

2. May 2006 

IV 23% 

IV 17% 

IV 21% 

Bullish looking recovery, but 

Equities still made new lows OPS 5x 1 lot P/L by Expiry Sep 06– Aug 07: +19% 
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4. May 2010 

5. August 2011 

IV 39% 

IV 24% 

IV 37% 

IV 25% 

IV 17% 

Bullish recovery, but 

Equities still made new 

lows 

IV 25% 

OPS 5x 1 lot P/L by Expiry Sep 10– Aug 11: +31% 

OPS 5x 1 lot P/L by Expiry Dec 11– Nov 12: +52% 

6. August 2015 

IV 24% 

IV 19% 

IV 32% 

OPS 5x 1 lot P/L by Expiry Dec 15– Nov 16: +12% 
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¹Please see Time to Start Selling Volatility: The Long Volatility Opportunity Revisited —February 2018: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59e1d4d59f8dce639786d4b8/
t/5a9555130d9297d5c08f5b45/1519736091145/The+Long+Vol+Opportunity+Revisited+Feb+2018.pdf  

This Publication is issued by Oxeye Capital Management Limited (‘Oxeye’) which is authorized and regulated by The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA reg no 208566). References to ‘we’, 

‘us’ and ‘our’ in this Publication shall mean Oxeye unless otherwise stated.  This Publication was prepared and distributed by us for information purposes only, and may contain information, 

advice, recommendations and/or opinions, which may be used as the basis for trading undertaken by us and our officers, employees, associated and/or affiliated companies.  This Publication should 

not be construed as solicitation, nor as offering advice for the purposes of the purchase or sale of any derivative, security or investment.  The information and opinions contained within this 

Publication were considered by us to be valid when published.  This Publication may also contain information that has been provided to us by third parties.  The source of such information may be 

disclosed within this Publication where relevant.  Whilst we consider we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure the information is correct, we do not under any circumstances whatsoever, warrant 

the accuracy or completeness of such information.  Any person placing reliance upon this Publication to undertake trading, does so entirely at their own risk, and accordingly, we do not accept any 

liability as a result, whether direct or indirectly incurred.  Derivatives and securities markets may be subject to rapid and unexpected price movements, and past performance is not necessarily a guide 

to future performance.  Currency movements may also have an unfavourable, as well as favourable effect on the value of the underlying investment and/or assets.  Investments and/or strategies 

discussed herein may not be suitable for all investors.  Accordingly, if any person reading this Publication has doubts about their particular suitability, they should consult an independent investment 

adviser. 
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Present - 2018 

IV 12% 

IV 20% 

In conclusion, each of the highlighted periods led to further market strength/new highs over the medium term. In no case was a bear 

market instantly forthcoming. However, in every case the volatility spike was the start of a period of rising volatility and a 

strong 12 month OPS performance. Oxeye will continue to slowly build positions for its strategies while remaining vigilant that this 

is likely not the bottom of the market. 

Date of IV Spike % Return 

1. October 1997 19% 

2. May 2006 19% 

3. July 2007 

   November 2007 

28% 

23% 

4. May 2010 31% 

5. August 2011 52% 

6. August 2015 11% 

OPS 5x 12 Month Performance following IV Spikes 

J. Moss/H. Pomeroy February 2018 
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